INTRODUCTION
I proved in [1] that Cl Z[`n] is a direct summand in Pic Z[C n ], where p is an odd prime number,`p n n =1 and C n is the cyclic group of order p n .
The Mayer Vietoris exact sequence provides a natural epimorphism
We omit sometimes the lower indices in x k, i if the statement concerns just one of the rings A k, i . The rings A k, i are related to each other through the following sequence of Cartesian squares:
It is easily seen that A k, i&1 Â( p)=F p [x]Â(x&1)
. Here`k +i is the primitive root of unity of degree p k+i , Z[`k +i ] is the ring of integers of the field Q(`k +i ) and j 1 (`k +i )=x; i 2 (x k, i )=x k, i&1 .
Proposition I.1.1. Any finitely generated projective A k, i -module is a direct sum of invertible modules. Now let us give an inductive definition of a complete ideal of A k, i .
(1) Let i=1. Then A k, 1 is a Dedekind ring. An ideal A k, 1 is called complete if it is coprime with ( p). Here (x, y) # A k, i and V is clearly an ideal. We will use the following notation V=(:, ;).
The following three propositions will be used rather often:
Proposition I.1.2. (1) Any invertible A k, i -module is isomorphic to a complete ideal of A k, i .
(2) Conversely, any complete ideal of A k, i is an invertible A k, i -module.
Proposition I.1.3. A complete ideal (:, ;) of A k, i is principal if and only if : is a principal ideal with generator r and ; is a principal ideal with generator q where j 2 (r) } j 1 (q) &1 == 1 = 2 and = 1 can be lifted to an invertible element in Z[`k +i ] and = 2 can be lifted to an invertible element in A k, i&1 .
Let m=(:, ;) and m 1 =(: 1 , ; 1 ) be complete ideals. As is known, m A k, i m 1 $m } m 1 , where m } m 1 is the usual product of ideals.
Proposition I.1.4. Let m=(:, ;) and m 1 =(: 1 , ; 1 ) be complete ideals. Then the ideal m } m 1 is complete and m } m 1 =(:: 1 , ;; 1 ).
CONSTRUCTION OF NORM MAPS
Let us consider the Cartesian square (V) from Section 1. We would like to construct a multiplicative map N k, i : Z[`k +i+1 ] Ä A k, i such that the diagram
(1) Let i=1 and let k be arbitrary. Then N k, 1 is the usual norm map
and the commutativity of the diagram
has been proved in [2] .
(2) Suppose that N k, i&1 is constructed for i&1 1 and for all k. Let us construct N k, i . For this consider the following commutative diagram, in which the outer rectangle is a Cartesian square:
By the induction hypothesis the right square is commutative. Let us write elements of A k+1, i as pairs (a, b) where a # A k+1, 1 , b # A k+1, i&1 . The images of a and b in D k+1, i&1 coincide. Let us construct a map .:
The following lemma holds:
Hence we can construct a map N: A k+1, i Ä A k, i as the determinant of the multiplication operator r (x) ( y)=xy. As in the proof of the analogous statement (Lemma 1 [2, p. 377]) we have:
The multiplicativity is obvious. One can verify that the diagram (1) is commutative as required. The construction of N k, i is completed.
Remark. A k+1, i is a free module over A k, i ; similarly A k+1, i&1 is a free module over A k, i&1 , and we have two commutative diagrams:
Therefore, we can represent any element of A k+1, i (respectively
. It follows from the construction above that N(a, b)=(N(a), N(b)) (by Lemma I.2.1 all the norms are well-defined).
Proposition I.2.3. The following diagram is commutative:
Any element from A k, i&1 can be represented by a pair (a, b) where
. Let us apply the same procedure to b, etc. We see that any x # A k, i can be represented as an i-tuple of elements x= (x i , ..., x m , ..., x 1 ) where
Warning. The sequence (x i , ..., x 1 ) must satisfy certain compatibility conditions. Our previous arguments imply that the sequence (N l (a)) satisfies these conditions. Let us define a map .
Now we will prove a result which is important for the applications in what follows.
Proof. Induction in i:
If i=1 then A k, i&1 =0 and there is nothing to prove. If i=2 then (V) becomes the following diagram:
It is not difficult to see that the condition (a, N k, 1 (a))#1 mod p in A k, 2 is equivalent to the following congruence in Z[`k +1 ]:
Here t # Z[`k +2 ] and it is well-known that p divides Tr(t) for all t in this case. K Lemma I.2.8 implies that N k, 1 ((a&1)Âp)#0 mod p and hence we obtain that (a&1)Âp#0 mod (1&`k +2 )
p k+2 & p k and this completes the proof of the theorem in the case i=2.
Suppose the statement holds for i&1 2. By the induction hypothesis we have that a#1
Suppose also that c#0 mod p. This is equivalent to the following congruence in A k, i&1 ,
where b=(a 2 , ..., a i ) # A k, i&1 . The latter in its turn means that
where
and
Let us introduce the following operations on x:
Example. In this terms the congruence (
If we take into account that N 1 (x+ y)#N 1 (x)+N 1 ( y) mod p and the fact that by the induction hypothesis a#1
is not difficult to see that the conditions of Theorem I.2.7 are equivalent to the following congruence in Z[`k +1 ]:
Here r q =\1 and the X q, m are compositions of T and Q of total length i&1&m.
Proof. Clearly it is sufficient to prove the statement for m=1. In this case
Since p divides Tr(t 1 ) we obtain that
. This observation completes the proof of the lemma. K Now it follows from Lemma I.2.9 and (1) that
Repeating this process i&1 times we get
We notice that t and t i generate one and the same ideal in Z[`k +i ] since obviously t and t 2 generate one and the same ideal in
The proof of Theorem I.2.7 is complete. K
for the group of invertible elements of a ring A) obviously can be extended to a homomorphism (
Let us now construct a norm map from the semigroup of complete ideals of Z[`k +i+1 ] to the semigroup of complete ideals of A k, i (it is a semigroup by Proposition I.1.4).
First let i=1 and let k be an arbitrary integer. Then the required map is the usual norm map for ideals in Dedekind rings, since A k, i $Z[`k +i ] in this case.
Let : be a complete ideal of Z[`k +i+2 ] and assume the map for complete ideals of
where N is the norm map of ideals in Dedekind rings.
where q # Z[`k +i+1 ] and q is coprime with (1&`k +i+1 ).
Theorem I.2.12. The map . k, i t : : Ä (:, N k, i&1 (:)) splits the map
Proof. Let us check that . k, i t is well defined. Let ; be another representation of Pic Z[`k +i ]. Then q 1 :=q 2 ; where q 1 , q 2 are elements of Z[`k +i ] coprime with (1&`k +i ). Hence we have to show that : and q: determine the same element in Pic
is an element of A k, i and therefore, the map is well defined. K
where B n is a subgroup of Pic A 0, n generated by complete ideals of the form (Z[`n], :).
ON THE STRUCTURE OF THE GROUP B N
The structure of the group B 2 was established for all odd p in [2] . Using the norm maps we can obtain some information about the structure of B n for n>2. For technical reasons we have to assume that p is a properly irregular prime number (see Introduction).
In this section we denote A 0, n by A n and D 0, n =A 0, n Â( p) by D n . Let us consider the Cartesian square (V) and the corresponding Mayer Vietoris exact sequence 
Using the norm maps constructed in Section 2 we can prove the following
Proof. We have the multiplicative map N 0, n&1 :
The required result follows from the commutativity of the diagram
We note that Proposition I.1.3 and the previous lemma imply: It follows from Lemma 3.1 that we can rewrite the Mayer Vietoris exact sequence as
We are going to prove that this sequence does not split in general. The first step is: (. n&1 (a) ), where 
(``complex conjugation''). The same formula defines an action of T on D n . T also acts on Z[`n] as a subgroup of the abelian group Gal(Q(`n))ÂQ). Clearly, _ is an automorphism in all cases.
The next two statements are well-known for rings Z[C n ] (see for instance [4, 5] ). The proofs are absolutely similar to those of [4, 5] . Proof. This lemma follows from Corollary I.2.5 and from the fact that the usual norm maps N: Q(`k) Ä Q(`k &1 ) commute with the action of T. K
The main result of this section is the following: =, where = is a real unit, i.e., _(=)==. It is easily seen from Corollary I.2.5 that x n&1 =. n&1 (`n &1 ).
Hence, using Corollary I.2.6 we obtain . n&1 (`& k n&1 r p q)#= mod p. The next step is obviously to apply _ to both sides of the previous equality. Lemmas 3.4 and 3.6 imply that _ commutes with . n&1 and we get
Let us consider _(q). This is the first place where we need the assumption that p is properly irregular which means that
Clearly the latter implies that there exist # # (Z[`n &1 ])* and s # Z[`n &1 ] such that _(q) #s p =q
&1
. Finally we conclude that
. In a moment we will show that this implies that :
2 is a principal ideal in Z[`n &1 ]. On the other hand, : was chosen to be a representative of the non-trivial element :~# Cl Z[`n &1 ] of exponent p. Since 2 and p are co-prime numbers, it is clear that : is a principal ideal itself, which contradicts the choice of :. The theorem is proved. K It remains to prove the following result Theorem 3.8. Let p be a properly irregular odd prime and let : be an ideal in Z[`n] such that :
. Then : is a principal ideal.
Proof. Let K=Q(`n). Consider the extension K(d 1Â p )ÂK. For any valuation |{(1&`n)=%, the corresponding extension of local fields is unramified since (d )=:
p .
It follows from Lemma 2 in [1] that d#1 mod (1&`n) p n . Then Proposition 1.85 from [6] implies that the extension of local fields (+) =(1). The latter means that : is a principal ideal as required, and the theorem is proved. K As in [4, 5] let us denote by V n&1 the following group:
We finish this section with the following:
Corollary to Theorem 3.7. The exact sequence
does not split if p is a properly irregular, not regular prime.
PICARD GROUPS AND TATE MODULES
Let K be a finite extension of Q, K n =K(`n)/C, where`n is a primitive p n th root of unity and let K = K n . Let M (K) be the maximal abelian p-extension of K which is unramified outside the primes of K above p.
Class field theory shows that T p (K) can be obtained in a different way. Let Cl K n be the class group of K n and Cl
It is clear that T p (K) is a direct summand in proj.limit(Cl K n ). The group T p (K) was studied by Iwasawa and the group T p (Q) was computed explicitly for so-called properly irregular prime numbers (see [7] ). The aim of this section is to define an embedding of T p (Q) into the Picard group of the ring proj.limit Z[C n ], where C n is the cyclic group of order p n .
A connection between the Iwasawa theory and Pic Z[C n ] is discussed in [8] . The set of Cartesian squares
defines the short exact sequence
Here j 2 is the canonical projection,
The result proved in [8] asserts that proj.
Q ). We are going to construct an embedding
In order to prove the next result, we need the set of Cartesian squares
and j 2 is the natural map.
Theorem 4.1. If p is properly irregular then
(2) the natural homomorphism Pic(proj.limit A n ) Ä proj.limit(Pic A n ) is an isomorphism;
Proof. The diagrams above show that the proj.limit(Pic Z[C n ])$ proj.limit(Pic A n ). Therefore, it suffices to prove (1) and (2) . Let us first prove (1). Clearly, there exists a natural homomorphism Pic(proj.limit Z[C n ]) Ä proj.limit(Pic Z[C n ]). Theorem 1 from [9] 
Let A* be the group of units of a commutative ring A. It follows from Theorem 2 [9] that the natural homomorphism Pic(proj.limit
* is surjective for all n. The latter assertion was proved in [8] if p is properly irregular. Therefore we have proved (1) . To complete the proof of Theorem 4.1 it remains to prove (2).
Since dim A n =1, it follows that the natural homomorphism is surjective. To prove that it is injective we need to show that the homomorphism A* n+1 Ä A* n is surjective for all n and all properly irregular p.
We will deduce this from the fact that (Z[C n+1 ])* Ä (Z[C n ])* is surjective for all n and for all properly irregular p. Consider j 1 : A*n Ä (ZÂp n Z)*, where j 1 is defined in the diagram preceding Theorem 4.1. Let U(A n ) 0 be the kernel of j 1 . The Cartesian square above shows that (
x n &1 + with the vertical homomorphisms sending x n+1 to x n and c n+1 to c n . If we restrict this commutative diagram of rings to invertible elements, we see that the surjection s: (Z[C n+1 ])* Ä (Z[C n ])* for properly irregular p immediately implies that \U(A n ) 0 /Im(A* n+1 Ä A n *)=Im(w) for the same set of primes. Now consider the homomorphism
There exists a t such that t=1+p n r and t is divisible by k. Consider the element
We have
x n &1 + and therefore
x n &1 ++ * and
This means that j 1 is an epimorphism as a homomorphism of the corresponding groups of units and that every element a # A* n can be represented as a product
since w(x n+1 )=x n . This completes the proof of Theorem 4.1. K
We now can construct an embedding of the T p (Q) into Pic(proj.limit Z[C n ]). The following result holds:
There exists a family of injective homomorphisms , n such that the following diagram is commutative;
where N is the usual norm map for the class groups.
Proof. First we recall the construction of the map , n which appears in the Introduction as . 0, n t . Consider the sequence of Cartesian squares (V) from the Introduction. Any element of A n can be represented as n-tuple (a n , a n&1 , ...a 1 ), where a k # Z[`k]. Recall that an arbitrary n-tuple in general does not define an element of A n and some certain coherent conditions must be satisfied. However, by Corollary I.2.6 we can define a multiplicative map . n =. 0, n : Z[`n] Ä A n in the following way: . n (a)=(a , N 1 (a), ..N k (a), .N n&1 (a) ), where the N k : Z[`n] Ä Z[`n &k ] are the usual norm maps. We already know that the n-tuple (a, N 1 (a), . .N k (a), . .N n&1 (a)) defines an element of A n and hence, . n (a) is well-defined.
Since . n is not a ring homomorphism, we cannot use it directly to define the corresponding homomorphism Pic Z[`n]=Cl Z[`n] Ä Pic A n . However, the required homomorphism , n =. 0, n t exists by Theorem I.2.12. Thus the theorem is proved. K Corollary 4.3. The family of homomorphisms ,
PICARD GROUPS AND GALOIS GROUPS
In this section we will discuss a connection between Galois groups and Pic Z[C 2 ], which is computed explicitly in [2] in terms of class groups of cyclotomic fields Q(`i) for i=1, 2.
First we recall that Pic Z[C 2 ] is isomorphic to Pic A 2 , which in turn is isomorphic to Cl Z[`2] Ä B can be described as follows: B consists of ideals of A 2 represented in the form
Here : is an ideal of Z[`1] co-prime to p and the maps j i , i=1, 2 are defined in Theorem I.1.0. We note that Proposition I. In what follows we need some basic facts from class field theory. Clearly, U and U S are subgroups of J and it is well-known that
The bar here denotes the topological closure and the notation A* is used for the set of units of a ring A.
Therefore the exact sequence of Galois groups
It is not difficult to see that K* 1 UÂK* 1 U S $U v Â(Z[`1])*.
Clearly the latter group contains the following subgroup of finite index: G=U p&1 Â((Z[`1])* & U p&1 ), where U p&1 =[a # U v : a#1 mod p]. Let M(0, p&1)/M 1 be the extension of L 1 fixed by G (the fields M(k, n) for general integers k and n are defined in [8] ). We now will define a surjection JÂK* 1 U S Ä B:
Let I be the ideal group of Z[`1] consisting of ideals prime to (1&`1). Clearly there is a natural surjection I Ä B by the construction of B.
In addition there is a canonical surjection JÂK* 1 U S Ä I, which yields the required surjection. is commutative. Now it is clear that B$Gal(M(0, p&1)ÂK 1 ) because we can take any element of B, consider its pre-image in JÂK* 1 U S and then map it into Gal(M(0, p&1)ÂK 1 ). This map is well-defined by the commutative diagrams above, and so the theorem is proved. K Last Remark. If p is a properly irregular prime then we can view the explicit formula for Pic Z[C 2 ] obtained in [2] as an explicit formula for Gal(M(0, p&1)ÂK 1 ) (in the notations of this paper). In particular this means that 
